Why should I use a Havahart Trap?
There are many outdoor animals that can
be considered a nuisance to your yard,
garden, or sometimes to your house itself.
Controlling these pests can be a problem,
but at Benedict’s we sell many different
live animal traps made by the Havahart
company that can be used to safely and
humanely trap these animals, allowing you
to transport them far from your home and
set them free to live elsewhere and no
longer bother you.
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How should I go about trapping and
handling the animal?
Once you have chosen the trap you need
for your animal problem, simply set it
outside near where you know the animals
frequent, place some bait in the trap in a
position such that the animal has to step
on the trigger panel to access it, and set
the trap according to the directions. Once
the animal has been caught, you can
transport it away from your house (should
travel greater than 5 miles away, as the
animal can easily find its way back t your
home from less than that) and set it free.
The best way to let it out of the trap is to
stand over top of it so that you are
straddling it and open it so that the animal
will run away from you.
Keep in mind, it is illegal to relocate
certain species of animals. Please check
the laws before relocating a wild animal.

Come visit us in the store!

NOTES
X-Small, Small, Medium, Large,
and X-Large Traps

Traps

Medium

Large

X-Small & Small

Traditional
24”x7”x7”
Model #1030
30”x7”x7”
Model #1040
Traditional
10”x3”x3”
Model #1020
18”x5”x5”
Model #1025
17”x7”x7”
Model #1077
17”x6”x6”
Model #0745

E-Z Set
17”x5”x5”
Model #1082
17”x7”x7”
Model #1083

24”x7”x7”
Model #1078

Traditional
36”X11”X11”
Model #1045
32”x”12”x10”
Model #1079

E-Z Set
25”x7”x7”
Model #1062
24”x7”x7”
Model #1084

E-Z Set
32”x12”x10”
Model #1085

X-Large
Traditional
42”x”10”x13”
Model #1050

Heavy-Duty
42”x15”x15”
Model #1081

